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The Role of Imagination in Decision-Making
BENCE NANAY
Abstract: The psychological mechanism of decision-making has traditionally been
modeled with the help of belief-desire psychology: the agent has some desires (or other
pro-attitudes) and some background beliefs and deciding between two possible actions is
a matter of comparing the probability of the satisfaction of these desires given the back-
ground beliefs in the case of the performance of each action. There is a wealth of recent
empirical findings about how we actually make decisions that seems to be in conflict
with this picture. My aim is to outline an alternative model that is consistent with these
empirical findings. This alternative model emphasizes the role imagination plays in our
decisions: when we decide between two possible actions, we imagine ourselves in the
situation that we imagine to be the outcome of these two actions and then compare these
two imaginings.
1. Introduction: The Belief-Desire Model
Here is a question about the mind that is as general as it gets: what mediates between
sensory input and motor output? The traditional answer is that it’s beliefs and desires.
Here is an example. I look out of the window and I see that it is raining outside.
I form a belief that it is raining outside. I have a desire not to get wet and this,
together with my further (instrumental) belief that the best way to avoid getting
wet is to take an umbrella, leads to the forming of an intention to take an umbrella.
This intention then triggers my action of taking my umbrella (see, e.g., Smith, 1987;
Davidson, 1980; the origins of the account may go back to David Hume). On this
model, it is beliefs and desires that mediate between sensory input and motor output.
This is the belief-desire model. It has been subject to various attacks. Animals and
preverbal infants perceive and perform actions. Should we assume then that each
time they perform a perceptually guided action, they go through the appropriate
beliefs and desires? This would, according to many, over-intellectualize the mind
(Hurley, 2001). Further, arguably, most of our own actions are also largely akin to
those of animals: when we tie our shoelaces or brush our teeth, these actions are
also unlikely to be mediated by propositional attitudes like beliefs and desires.
There are various alternatives to the belief-desire model when it comes to what
mediates between sensory input and motor output. One quite radical alternative is
enactivism. According to the enactivist, perception is the active exploration of one’s
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environment, which can be described without talking about representations at all
(Noë, 2004; Hurley, 1998; Gibson, 1966, 1979). The proponents of this approach
avoid over-intellectualizing the mind by shifting the emphasis from mental to bodily
activities. They emphasize the importance of bodily coping, that is, skills and abilities
that are not really (or not exclusively) mental. This often takes the form of empha-
sizing the embodied nature of cognition. And this tends to amount to denying that
perception is supposed to be described in representational terms.
According to this enactivist view, ‘perception is not a process of constructing
internal representations’ (Noë, 2004, p. 178; see also Ballard, 1996; O’Regan, 1992).
The main enactivist claim is that we have all the information we need in order to
get around the world, out there, in the world. So we do not need to construct rep-
resentations at all and, more specifically, we do not need perceptual representations.
As Dana Ballard puts it, ‘the world is the repository of the information needed to
act. With respect to the observer, it is stored “out there”, and by implication not
represented internally in some mental state that exists separately from the stimulus’
(Ballard, 1996, p. 111; see also Brooks, 1991; Ramsey, 2007; Chemero, 2009; Hutto
and Myin, 2013). Sensory input and motor output are so closely intertwined in a
dynamic process that we do not need to posit any representations that would mediate
between them.
A less radical alternative to the belief-desire model of what mediates between
perception and action is the following: the mind is to be understood in terms
of representations, but these representations are not conceptually or linguistically
structured, nor are they uniquely human. They are better compared to the mental
representations of the predator that make it possible for it to catch its prey. These rep-
resentations are perceptual representations and inherently action-oriented. There are
representations that mediate between perception and action, but they are not beliefs
and desires. They are action-oriented representations (Clark, 1997; Mandik, 2005;
Jeannerod, 1988, 1997; Jacob and Jeannerod, 2003; Nanay, 2011, 2012a, 2013).
What is crucial from our point of view is that both the enactivist and the
action-oriented representation theorist aim to give an account of the motivation
of those of our actions that are very simple, often automatic and that are similar to
the actions of animals. They (explicitly or implicitly) make an exception for highly
deliberative human actions, like deciding between two career paths.
Their general rhetoric is the following: most of our actions are similar to ani-
mal actions. These cannot be described with the help of the belief-desire model.
Therefore, the belief-desire model needs to be discarded as a general theory of what
mediates between perception and action. But the belief-desire model is very useful
when we are trying to explain some complex, uniquely human deliberative actions.
In other words, rather than discarding the belief-desire model altogether, we should
limit its scope to decision-making and deliberative action. The aim of this article is
to attack this last refuge of the belief-desire model.
I will take a fairly liberal view on what counts as decision-making. We can
call any action ‘decision-making’ that involves choosing between two potential
actions and that involves some degree of deliberation (this is not intended to be
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a definition as I don’t think that the concept of deliberation is any clearer than
that of decision-making). These two potential actions might be checking one
box in a questionnaire rather than another, or pushing one button rather than
another. They might also be decisions to marry one person rather than another, or
taking up one job offer rather than another. Sometimes philosophers use the term
‘decision-making’ in a somewhat demanding manner. I don’t. What I mean by it
is basically what psychologists mean by it. Those who don’t like my liberal use of
this concept can read ‘choice’ instead of ‘decision’ in what follows (which is also
the way psychologists often refer to the phenomenon I am after, see Tversky and
Kahneman, 1981; Heath and Tversky, 1991).
What I take to be the central claim of the belief-desire model of decision-making
is that decision-making is purely a matter of comparing beliefs and desires. More
precisely, deciding between two possible actions is a matter of comparing the prob-
ability of the satisfaction of one’s desires given one’s background beliefs in the case
of the performance of each action.
Most versions of the belief–desire model allow for this comparison (or for the
beliefs/desires involved in it) to be non-conscious and/or non-explicit. But they are
all committed to the claim that this comparison is about beliefs and desires. The only
mental states required for this process are beliefs and desires (or other pro-attitudes,
such as preferences). So a more appropriate way of labeling the ‘belief-desire model’
would be to refer to it as the ‘pure belief-desire model’.
This way of thinking about decision-making is the official and very rarely
questioned conceptual framework not only for philosophers, but also for empirical
researchers on decision-making. The classic rational-choice theory literature uses
this framework very explicitly, as does its main alternative, the prospect theory,
although perhaps less explicitly (but see Fox and Tversky 1998; Heath and Tversky
1991; Fox and See, 2003; Wakker, 2004, where this assumption becomes more
explicit).
The plan of the article is to argue that this way of thinking about decision-making
is in conflict with some empirical findings about the way we actually make deci-
sions (Section 2) and to outline an alternative account of decision-making, which
focuses on imagination (Section 3). I then argue that this imagination-based account
of decision-making is in a better position to explain the empirical findings about
decision-making than the belief-desire model.
2. Some Empirical Findings about Decision-Making
I am not the first person to criticize the belief-desire model, not even in the context
of decision-making (see some famous worries concerning the necessity and nature
of beliefs involved in the process in Velleman, 2000; and Bratman, 1992).1 But my
1 There are further, more empirical problems for the proponent of the belief-desire model: The
decision-making processes of non-human animals are subject to very similar biases as those of
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way of questioning the belief-desire model of decision-making involves drawing
attention to its apparent conflict with some recent empirical results about the way
we actually make decisions. Our actual decision-making is sensitive to order effects,
to framing effects, and even to such odd environmental factors as the dirtiness of
one’s hands. And it is not clear how the belief-desire account can explain this.
Let’s go through some of the most famous examples from the ‘biases on
decision-making’ literature:
(a) Order effect: The order in which the questions are raised influences one’s
decision-making: the subject’s decision will be different depending on
whether task A comes before task B, or vice versa (Swain et al., 2008;
Petrinovich and O’Neill, 1996).
(b) Framing effect: The way the question or problem is framed influences
decision-making: if the subject has to decide between a certain amount of
money or a 50 percent chance of twice that amount of money, the decision
depends on whether the subject is about to lose or gain this sum (Tversky
and Kahneman, 1981). The same decision problem, depending on whether
it is framed as a gain or loss, yields very different outcomes.
(c) Previous (unrelated) experiences: Decision-making is also influenced by
what—completely unrelated—experiences the subject had immediately
before the decision-making process. Watching an episode of Saturday Night
Live or a (boring) documentary on a small Spanish village has a significant
impact on the decision made afterwards (about whether to push the fat man
off of the footbridge to save five others, see Valdesolo and DeSteno, 2006).
(d) Ongoing (unrelated) experiences: Whether we are holding a cup of warm bev-
erage or a glass of cold drink influences our decisions about other people
(Williams and Bargh, 2008). Holding a teddy bear (as opposed to merely
seeing one) also influences one’s decisions about the social behavior of others
(Tai et al., 2011).
(e) Environmental factors: The cleanliness of one’s environment, and even of one’s
own hands, influences one’s decision-making. Hand washing or cleansing,
for example, influences our responses about what we would be willing to do
in specific situations (Zhong and Liljenquist, 2006).
At first glance, these findings suggest a very different picture from the belief-desire
model. Framing, previous experiences or environmental factors don’t seem to have
any influence on one’s relevant beliefs and desires. Remember, according to the
belief–desire model, our decision is based on comparing the satisfaction of our
humans (Caraco, 1981; Bateson, 2002; Chen et al., 2006; Hurly and Ossen, 1999; Marsh and
Kacelnik, 2002; McCoy and Platt, 2005; Lakshminarayanan et al., 2011). If one tried to explain
these risk-biases in terms of the belief–desire model of decision-making (i.e. in terms of com-
parisons between the satisfaction of desires given background beliefs), this would lead to a serious
over-intellectualizing of the minds of very simple animals.
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desires given our background beliefs in the case of the performance of each action.
And our background beliefs and desires are not altered by the film sketch we have
just watched or by the teddy bear we are holding.
But this is much too quick. The proponents of the belief-desire model could push
back in at least two different ways.
The first way in which the proponents of the belief-desire model could try
to accommodate these empirical findings would be to insist on some fairly
strong descriptive/normative distinction. The suggestion would then be that the
belief–desire model is a normative model of how we should make decisions. It is
not a descriptive model of how we actually make decisions. So, strictly speaking,
all these empirical findings about how we actually make decisions are irrelevant to
the normative model of decision-making. All the experiments I mentioned above
could be explained away as deviations from the norm. There are different ways one
can make this point. We could say that the belief–desire model describes rational
decision-making, but we are not always, and not fully, rational beings. Or we could
say that while the belief–desire model is the right description of System 2, the auto-
matic and mainly unconscious System 1 often overrides System 2 (Sloman, 1996).
I take this way of trying to explain away the experiments about actual
decision-making to be problematic for two reasons. First, the psychological
and decision-science literature has long moved away from normative questions
or questions about rational decision-making to descriptive questions about our
actual decision-making (the locus classicus is Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; see also
Bell et al., 1988, and Yaari, 1987 on the differences between these two projects).
Thus, insisting on the primacy of the normative question would not exactly be a
naturalistic move—although this consideration is unlikely to move those (very few)
philosophers of decision-making who have anti-naturalistic leanings.
Second and more importantly, this normative/descriptive move makes the
belief-desire model an incomplete account of actual decision-making. It would
make the belief-desire model a good and complete account of ideal or fully
rational decision-making, but describing fully rational decision-making is not
in itself a particularly interesting project as fully rational beings don’t exist (see
Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). And if the belief-desire model wants to describe
actual decision-making, it needs to be supplemented with an extra account that
explains the deviations from the fully rational functioning of the belief-desire
model. And these deviations will not be explained by beliefs and desires only—we
need something else: we need to give up the ‘pure’ belief-desire model.
This would amount to tinkering with the general framework of the belief-desire
model—by supplementing it with an account of what makes actual decision-making
less than rational. That’s one way to proceed: start out with the idealized case and add
an account to explain the differences between the idealized and the actual case. This
would not be my preferred option. I find it preferable to forget about the idealized
case and start out with how we actually make decisions. A provocative analogy: we
can understand perception by postulating a fully idealized maximally accurate and
informative perceptual process that represents accurately the entire environs of the
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agent in three dimensions and in full detail. This is not the way our perceptual system
works. So we can start out from this idealized case and add the limitations of our
perceptual system (which is not always accurate and leaves out lots of details). Or
we can start by examining our actual perceptual system. I prefer the latter route.
Nevertheless, regardless of which way we proceed in our attempt to understand
actual decision-making, we need to depart from the belief-desire model; either in
order to supplement it to cover actual decision-making, or in order to provide an
alternative.
And here we need to address the second way of trying to accommodate the empir-
ical findings about decision-making within the belief-desire framework. The general
suggestion is that nothing should stop us from adding various extra elements to the
existing belief–desire framework: perhaps the general structure of decision-making
is the belief–desire structure, but it’s not the end of the story. We can postulate some
further mental states that are neither beliefs nor desires. And this extra mental state
can influence either our background beliefs, or, more plausibly, the salience of our
beliefs. So what changes in these examples would be the weight that we assign to
our background beliefs. The suggestion would be the following: the warm coffee
in my hand (or the film I have just watched) triggers a new mental state, which is
still unlikely to change my beliefs themselves, but it can make me attend to certain
beliefs or desires of mine and it can also make me ignore some others.
If we want to avoid postulating specific teddy-bear detector states or warm-coffee
detector states, a more plausible option would be to postulate an affective state:2
touching the teddy bear triggers some kind of affective response, which is not trig-
gered by merely looking at the teddy bear (or is triggered to a lesser extent). And
this affective reaction makes some of our beliefs about other people (who have noth-
ing to do with teddy bears) more or less salient. I take this to be probably the best
way of explaining the aforementioned empirical findings within the framework of
the belief-desire model (see Sinhababu, 2009, 2013). I can see two ways in which
this proposal could be worked out, but both of them postulate not one but two
new mental states that we have no reason to postulate other than salvaging the
belief-desire model. If this newly added affective state is an emotion that is directed
at the teddy bear, we would need some kind of representation that would connect
the way the teddy bear is experienced to the way the people whose social behav-
ior we are supposed to judge are experienced. As the emotion is about the teddy
bear and not about the person we make the decision about, there needs to be some
mental state that connects the two. Alternatively, if the affective state is some kind of
mood (which I take to be different from emotions, since moods are not (necessar-
ily) directed at a specific object), then we still need an extra mental state that would
tell us how this mood state would influence our decision-making. There is nothing
2 This is not an armchair insight; there are more and more findings showing an important corre-
lation between decision-making under risk and emotional arousal (Mellers et al., 1997; Lopes,
1987; Rottenstreich and Hsee, 2001).
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about a mood per se that would necessarily predispose us towards deciding one way
or another. If holding the teddy bear puts us into a reassuring, nice and fuzzy mood,
this says nothing in itself about how we should assess other people’s social behavior.
In both of these two ways of adding an affective state to the belief-desire arsenal,
yet another mental state needs to be postulated. As both of these mental states (the
affective and the extra, bridging one) can be unconscious,3 the only reason we pos-
tulate them is to defend the belief-desire model from these objections—a painfully
ad hoc move.
The main aim of this article is to outline an alternative to the belief-desire account
of decision-making. This is the topic I will now turn to.
3. Imagination and Decision-Making
The alternative to the belief-desire model of decision-making I want to explore in
this article focuses on the concept of imagination. The suggestion is by no means
new. In fact, we can read various passages in Marcel Proust’s work as outlining a
very thoroughly thought-out account of decision-making along these lines. Here is
a brief but provocative statement: ‘a mental picture which accompanies our choice
may be said to be its motive’.4 Or, more specifically, ‘Since my parents had told me
that, for my first visit to the theatre, I should have to choose between these two
pieces, I would study exhaustively and in turn the title of one and the title of the
other (for those were all that I knew of either), attempting to snatch from each a
foretaste of the pleasure which it offered me, and compare this pleasure with that
latent in the other title.’5
But there are less literary accounts of decision-making in terms of imagination.
The most important example is Jonathan Evans’s theory of decision-making,
according to which ‘we need somehow to imagine the world (in relevant respects)
as it might be following a particular choice or action under our control and decide
how much we would like to be living in it. Moreover, we need to conduct a set
of thought experiments for each possible action and compare their evaluations’
(Evans, 2007, p. 12).
While I think that both Proust and Evans capture important aspects of the role
imagination plays in our decision-making, I don’t want to commit to all of their
claims. Proust seems to suggest that the imagination is the only thing that is needed
for decision-making and as we shall see, I think that there are other mental states
involved in decision-making besides imagination. And Evans is very explicit that
he is interested in how we should make decisions: how we should conduct thought
3 This is not something I take to be problematic in and of itself as I assume that emotions can be
unconscious, see Winkielman and Berridge, 2004.
4 Proust, 1919 (Within a Budding Grove).
5 Proust, 1913 (Swann’s Way).
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experiments for each possible action and compare their evaluations (see also Evans
and Over, 2004, p. 12). As we have seen, my concern is how we do in fact make
decisions.
So here is my fairly simple account of decision-making: when we decide between
two possible actions, we imagine ourselves in the situation that we imagine to be
the outcome of these two actions and then compare these two imaginings. The aim
of this section is to expand on this idea and explain how it would work and what
concept(s) of imagination it presuppose(s). I will then, in the next section, argue that
this way of thinking about decision-making can account for the empirical results
about decision-making in a straightforward manner.
Here is a toy example to demonstrate how the imagination-based account of
decision-making would work (I used this example in Nanay, 2013, ch. 4). You need
to decide between two academic jobs: one of them is at a prestigious university in
a not very nice small town, and the other is at a not very prestigious university in a
great city. How do you decide? The belief-desire model would suggest that you have
some desires (or other pro-attitudes) about how you want to live the rest of your
life, and you also have some background beliefs; deciding between the two jobs is
a matter of comparing the satisfaction of these desires given the background beliefs
for each of the two choices.
How would I describe the decision-making process in this example? When you
decide between the two jobs, you imagine yourself in the situation that you imagine
to be the outcome of your decision one way or the other. You imagine yourself at the
prestigious university surrounded by great colleagues and doing excellent research
in a sleepy small town, spending the evenings working or with colleagues. You also
imagine yourself at the not so prestigious university, spending every night out in
cool restaurants and at various cultural events, to return to teaching the next day
among your mediocre colleagues and not-so-bright students. Then you compare
these two imaginative episodes, and the one you prefer will be the course of action
to follow.
It is important to emphasize that this account of decision-making relies on beliefs
and desires (that is the difference, as I understand it, between Proust’s account and
mine). I have beliefs about big cities and small towns, about my potential colleagues
and so on. And I have desires. And these beliefs (and desires) very much influence
and constrain our imaginative episode.6 But, and this is the crucial point, beliefs and
desires are not the only ingredients that are needed for making decisions—we also
need an imaginative episode: we need to imagine the two potential outcomes and
compare the two.
At this point, given that I explicitly admit to combining imaginative episodes and
beliefs/desires in this account, one may wonder whether this would indeed give
rise to a genuinely new model of decision-making, different from the belief-desire
6 See Van Leeuwen, 2011, for an account of how beliefs constrain the imagination in general.
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model. Or is it just a way of tweaking the original belief-desire model with the
help of some allusion to the imagination? While there is no talk of imagination in
the core claim of the belief-desire model (about comparing the probability of the
satisfaction of desires given background beliefs), this core claim doesn’t exclude the
possibility of enriching this explanatory scheme with the help of the imagination.
The crucial question is where imagination fits into this picture. I have argued that
imagination is constrained by beliefs, but decision-making itself is a process that is not
a matter of comparing probabilities of desire satisfaction given beliefs—in fact, it is a
process of comparing imaginative episodes. But one could also combine imagination
and belief the other way round: imagination in this picture would play the role of
affecting our beliefs (or affecting which of our beliefs are salient). As imagination is
widely held to have strong links to emotions (see Schroeder and Matheson, 2006;
Van Leeuwen, 2011, 2016; Gendler and Kovakovich, 2005), imagination is a pretty
good candidate for the extra mental state that the belief-desire model would need to
postulate in order to account for the external influences described in the previous
section. The teddy bear or the warm coffee trigger an imaginative episode, which,
via an emotion pathway (see Van Leeuwen, 2011, 2016) changes the salience of
some of our beliefs (and maybe even desires), which then explains why the teddy
bear or the warm coffee have an influence on the way we compare the probabilities
of the satisfaction of our desires given background beliefs. In this picture, the only
role imagination plays is that it feeds into the traditional belief-desire model.
This way of combining imagination and beliefs/desires is indeed only a tweak on
the original belief-desire model, and, as a result, it is also vulnerable to the wor-
ries I raised in the previous section (about the ad hoc nature of the postulation of
these ‘extra mental states’). But the way my own account combines imagination and
beliefs/desires is very different. According to this new picture, decision-making is
not the comparison of the probability of the satisfaction of desires given background
beliefs. Decision-making is a matter of comparing imaginative episodes (even if these
imaginative episodes are constrained by our beliefs).
And at this point, I need to say more about just what kind of imaginative episodes
are involved in our decision-making. I will argue that the concept of imagination
plays three distinct roles here: you imagine the person you imagine yourself to be in a
situation you imagine to be the outcome of your decision.
The first of these is imagining oneself in a future situation. This kind of imag-
inative episode is often described as ‘imagining from the inside.’ But what does
imagining from the inside mean? I take the most plausible way of analyzing imag-
ining X from the inside to be imagining being in X’s situation (see Williams, 1973;
Smith, 1997; Darwall, 1998; Nanay, 2010b; the idea goes back to at least Adam
Smith, see Smith, 1759/1976, p. 11). In the case of decision-making, X is not
another person; it is your future self. You imagine yourself in the situation you
take to be the outcome of your decision. This is an instance of self-imagining.
The second role imagination plays in this model is the following. You do know
some things about the situations you take yourself to be deciding between (that is,
about living in a small college town, etc.)—this is why your beliefs can and do
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constrain this imaginative episode, as we have seen. But there are plenty of details
in this picture of living in a small college town that need to be filled in, and where
your knowledge cannot help any more (what you’ll do on Saturday nights, what
your house will be like, whether this or that potential colleague is sociable)—these
details need to be filled in by your imagination. So you imagine yourself in a situation
that you imagine to be the outcome of your decision.
The third role imagination plays in this model is a bit more complicated. The
concept of imagining oneself in X’s situation is notoriously ambiguous. It can be
interpreted either as imagining being in X’s situation, or as imagining being X in
X’s situation. This distinction is not new (Williams, 1973; Wollheim, 1973, 1974;
Reynolds, 1989; Velleman, 1996), and it is not as straightforward as it may seem
(see, for example, Gordon, 1995a, 1995b). In the present context, it matters a great
deal whether I imagine myself—that is, my (present) self—in a future situation that
I take to be the outcome of my decision, or whether I imagine my future self (or
what I take to be my future self) in that situation.7
If you imagine your present self when you imagine yourself living in a small
college town, this will not give you a particularly reliable way of deciding. It is
irrelevant how your present self would feel in that situation, as your present self will
never be in it. But if you imagine your future self in that situation, you would need
to have some idea about how your future self may be different from your present
self, which, again, requires imagination. You can imagine what your future self will
be like, but you have no reliable information about what it will be like. Moreover,
people seem to be particularly bad at this third imaginative episode: we systematically
ignore the possibility that our future self could be different from our present self (see
Quoidbach et al., 2013; see also the literature on affective forecasting).
These are the three roles imagination plays in the decision-making process. You
imagine what you imagine to be your future self, being in a situation that you
imagine to be the outcome of your decision. As none of these three episodes of
imagination can be considered reliable, decision-making is extremely unlikely to
yield the optimal outcome reliably.
It is important to emphasize that my claim is not that imagination in general is
unreliable—it can be very reliable in some contexts (see Williamson, 2016; Kind
and Kung, 2016). But the three imaginative processes involved in decision-making
are not among those imaginative processes that are particularly reliable. And even if
one of them were reliable, the unreliability of the other two is likely to yield a less
than optimal outcome of the decision-making process.
It is important to emphasize that I am not claiming that we never make optimal
decisions. We very often do, especially when it is about some decision-problem that
concerns the near future, or one we encounter often—for example, where to go
7 By using the terms ‘present self’ and ‘future self’, I by no means want to commit to any particular
account of the metaphysics of personal identity. The point, rather, is that one’s preferences change
over time, and one makes decisions differently at different stages of one’s life.
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to get a decent cup of coffee in the neighborhood. But we have no reason to think
that our decisions in general, and especially decisions that really matter to us, have
much of a chance at yielding the optimal outcome.
And this takes us back to the contrast with the belief–desire model of
decision-making. The belief–desire model takes rational and reliable decision-
making to be the paradigmatic case, and it aims to explain deviations from this
norm by appealing to various biases. The account I outlined proceeds in the
opposite direction. It takes our actual, very unreliable, ways of making decisions to
be paradigmatic. Its starting point is not the way we should make decisions, but the
way we do in fact make decisions. And, as it turns out, the way we do in fact make
decisions is extremely unreliable.8
4. Conclusion: Imagination and the Empirical Findings about
Decision-Making
I have argued that the belief–desire account of decision-making cannot accommo-
date a number of important recent empirical findings about what influences our
actual decision-making. Is the imagination-based account in a better position in this
respect? Are the same empirical findings about decision-making I started out with
consistent with the account I proposed above?
Does it influence your imaginative episodes that you are holding a cup of hot
coffee or a teddy bear or that you’ve just watched a boring documentary? The
answer is that it definitely does: it has been known for a long time that imagination
is extremely sensitive to all kinds of external and seemingly irrelevant influences
(see the locus classicus, Feingold, 1915; and see also more specific findings about the
influences on mental imagery: Segal, 1972; Segal and Nathan, 1964; Nanay, 2010a,
2015; Raftopoulos, Forthcoming).
Here is an example: In the original Perky experiments, subjects were looking
at a white wall and they were asked to visualize objects with their eyes open.
Unbeknownst to them, hardly visible images of the visualized objects were pro-
jected on the wall. The surprising finding is that the subjects took themselves to be
visualizing—while in fact they were perceiving (Perky, 1910). The standard inter-
pretation of this experiment is that perception and visualization are phenomenally
very similar—in fact they are, at least in these circumstances, indistinguishable.
There are some controversies about this interpretation (Hopkins, 2012; Nanay,
2012b), but we can ignore these for present purposes.
8 In this respect, Jonathan Evans’s account, in spite of its emphasis on the concept of imagi-
nation, is closer to the belief-desire model than to my own account. Evans believes that the
decision-making process by means of hypothetical thinking is what happens in System 2, and it
would be a fairly optimal way of making decisions this way if System 1 were not giving rise to all
kinds of biases (see, esp., Evans and Over, 2004, p. 9). The method Evans describes is supposed
to be close to being optimal. The decision-making process I talk about is not.
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In a variation of the original Perky experiment, the projected images were dif-
ferent from the ones the agents were asked to imagine and the result was that they
ended up imagining a mixture of the object that was projected on the wall and the
object that they were asked to imagine (Segal, 1972). For example, they were asked
to imagine the skyline of New York City while, unbeknownst to them, they were
gazing at an image of a red tomato. The result was that they imagined New York
City at sunset (Segal, 1972, p. 206).
In other words, in the modified Perky experiment, the imaginative episode of
visualizing the New York City skyline is sensitive to external, unrelated influences.
But then if, as I suggested, our decision-making is a matter of imagining ourselves
in various situations, it should not come as a surprise that decision-making is also
sensitive to external, seemingly unrelated influences.
Finally, I want to address the question about just how radical this new
imagination-based account of decision-making is. And I hope to show that it
is not very radical at all. I want to give three examples from established research
projects in the psychology of decision-making that have, for decades, implicitly used
a framework that is more similar to the one outlined here than to the belief-desire
model.
The first one is the literature on ‘availability bias’ (Kahneman and Tversky, 1973;
Tversky and Kahneman, 1982), which, on closer inspection, really amounts to bias
in imaginability. Tversky and Kahneman’s original formulation is that ‘there are sit-
uations in which people assess the [… ] probability of an event by the ease with
which instances or occurrences can be brought to mind’ (1982, p. 9). It is difficult
to see what could be meant by ‘being brought to mind’ if not imagination. My sug-
gestion merely amounts to making this concept of imagination play a more central
role in accounting for decision-making.
Second, one widely researched bias in decision-making is that we systematically
overestimate the probability of certain events and underestimate the probability of
other events. Most people widely overestimate the number of deaths resulting from
homicide or fireworks, and underestimate the number of deaths caused by asthma
or diabetes (Slovic et al., 1976). The popular-science explanation for this is that we
read about and watch news footage of firework disasters all the time, but are much
less aware of people dying of asthma. But this explanation needs to be supplemented
by a view about the ways in which media exposure influences our decision-making.
And a very straightforward view would be to say that we find it easier to imagine
those scenarios that we have encountered (or read about) more often than those that
we have never encountered (and rarely read about). So the difference is explained in
terms of what is more imaginable. The same strategy could then be used to explain
a wide variety of biases.
Third, here is yet another famous bias: most people want higher payoff in a lottery
where there is one winning ticket out of 100 tickets if they know that all of the
other 99 were bought by one and the same person, call her Jennifer (Walker, 1992;
Wagenaar, 1988). Again, a simple explanation would be that it is easier to imagine
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that Jennifer has the winning ticket. The difference consists in what one can imagine
easily.
Finally, a further way of emphasizing how the imagination-based account of
decision-making is not all that radical would be to acknowledge that the two mech-
anisms (the imagination-based and the belief-desire one) often combine: we often
take the results of imagination-based deliberation and use it in a belief-desire frame-
work. Further, and even more interestingly, we can, and very often do, use the
belief-desire framework for post-hoc rationalization of the decision-making, which
in fact relied on imagination.
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